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Exercise 1: (Adding TLB to the pipeline) (5× 3 points)
In the construction of the pipelined machine hπ presented in the lecture instruction fetch/decode
is implemented in two hardware stages (stages 1 and 2). The address of the instruction imadπ is
used as a physical, rather than virtual address and no address translation is done:

imadtπ =

{
pctπ fullt1
dpctπ otherwise

The construction could be extended to perform a translation of imadπ using a cache called
Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB). Instruction fetch/decode in this case is done in 3 stages (see
Figure 1). To specify the behaviour of this machine we introduce another delayed PC register d2pc,
s.t.:

d2pci+1
σ = dpciσ

tlbadiσ = d2pciσ

imadiσ = tlb(tlbadiσ)

IRi
σ = im(imadiσ),

where tlb :: {0, 1}32 7→ {0, 1}32 (consider TLB to be ROM at the moment).
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Figure 1: Pipeline with TLB.
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In the exercise you have to:

1. Provide the control signals for the multiplexors.

2. Prove the correctness of the construction, i.e. prove the following statements of the correctness
theorem. Let I(1, t) = i and ∀k : Ind(k, t) holds. Then

(a) tlbadtπ = tlbadiσ

(b) fullt+1
1 =⇒ pimadt+1

π = imad
I(1,t+1)−1
σ

(c) fullt1 =⇒ imadtπ = imad
I(2,t)
σ

(d) fullt+1
2 =⇒ IRt+1

π = IR
I(2,t+1)−1
σ

Hint: In the proofs you may want to use (some of) the following:

1. Definition of scheduling function:

I(k, t+ 1) =

{
I(k − 1, t) uetk
I(k, t) otherwise

2. Theorem stall (∀k ≥ 2):

I(k − 1, t) =

{
I(k, t) + 1 fulltk−1

I(k, t) otherwise

3. Induction hypothesis ∀k : Ind(k, t):

Ind(k, t) ≡ Rt
π =

{
Ri

σ R is visible

Ri−1
σ R is not visible and fulltk

4. Basic lemmas about stall engine from the lecture (L1, L2, L3).

Exercise 2: (Saving registers) (3 points)
When an interrupt occurs in cycle t, we perform a jump to interrupt service routine by overwriting
pc and dpc registers. On return from the interrupt we have to jump back to the place where the
interrupt was encountered. In case of a continue interrupt we have to jump to the next instruction
after the interrupted one. In case of a repeat interrupt we execute the interrupted instruction one
more time. To be able to perform this jumps, we have to save two copies of pc and dpc registers
(the one before the interrupted instruction started to execute, and the one after the interrupted
instruction executes). However, we need to save only 3 values, because

pct = dpct+1.

How many values we have to save in case of construction from Exercise 1, where we also have d2pc
register ? Explain your answer.
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